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ABSTRACT

As virtual worlds become more prevalent, they become increasingly useful as a
means of information dissemination.

This thesis examines the possible connections

between real world objects and their virtual world counterparts. We look at how, by
attaching sensors to an object, or by using a smart object with embedded sensors, the
information can be relayed to a server. From this information, it will be possible to create
a duplicate object in the virtual world and have it mirror the real world object in terms of
state and movement. Almost all current solutions for remotely viewing a room or area
are limited to 2D pictures and video taken by cameras. With the rise in open virtual
worlds, there is the possibility to improve on this model and build a 3D representation of
the room virtually. Since most virtual worlds currently support a 3D visual interface, a
virtual world can provide an easy way to look at the object without having to be
physically present or restricted to viewing it through a 2D image taken from a camera. In
the thesis, we show that a physical Wii controller can be duplicated inside of a virtual
environment. However, as smart sensors become cost-affordable, many other objects
could be added. Various smart sensor virtual representations are examined as well.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Problem
The recent rise of virtual worlds such as Second Life from Linden Lab [1] has
shown that the Internet may be moving to a new interface paradigm. Instead of users
viewing the Internet through a web browser, they may be surfing the Internet inside of a
distributed virtual 3D world. This opens up the real possibility for new user interface
solutions.
One of the more interesting puzzles is how to easily represent the current state of
a room such as a factory floor or a conference room to a user wishing to view it remotely.
Currently, the only real way to monitor a room remotely is through a simple text interface
or by looking at the display from a web cam. The simple text interface is not able to
convey the true overall state of the room, but just little snippets of information from any
sensors in the room.

A user can see whether a particular piece of machinery is

functioning, but usually does not have a good idea of exactly how things are set up. With
a video camera, the user has a better idea of how the room is laid out, but this
representation is only in 2D from a particular vantage point and does not give a true idea
of the layout and state of the room.
With virtual worlds providing an easy and accessible interface, would it be
possible to harness the 3D environment to develop a visual representation of a real life
environment that the remote user can “move around in” as if virtually present?
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1.2 Thesis Statement
Second Life, and other similar virtual worlds, can provide a new, and more
defined visual interface to real world sensor information, and through that information,
can mimic a real world environment within the virtual world.

1.3 Approach
The proof-of-concept was divided up into a three different sections.
First, a suitable sensor had to be chosen for proof of concept. In this proof of
concept, a Wii remote controller is used, as it contains three accelerometers that can be
used to estimate position and movement of the controller.
Second, the external server interface had to be developed to link any sensor data
to the Second Life virtual representation.
Third, the Second Life virtual simulation was scripted to relay the sensor data into
the virtual environment and make the necessary updates.

1.4 Potential Impact
The techniques described in this thesis could lead towards a more blended
definition between virtual and real worlds. If a large-scale smart sensor system could be
deployed, it may be possible for a user to enter the virtual world from home, but still be
connected to the real world in any virtual location they travel. In this way, a user could
visit a university class in the virtual world, and receive the same visual and sensory
experience as if they had physically gone to the classroom. As more and more of the
world become filled with smart sensors, the virtual world can more accurately mimic
reality.
2

1.5 Organization of this Thesis
Chapter 2 covers the background on virtual worlds as well as smart devices.
Chapter 3 describes the architecture of the sensor, server, and representation model.
Chapter 4 and 5 describe the implementation and results of the study.
describes the conclusions and future directions of the work.
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Chapter 6

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Key Concepts
This thesis focuses on two topics – Second Life (and virtual worlds in general)
and visual data representation

2.1.1 Second Life and Virtual Worlds

Figure 1. A House in Second Life

Second Life is one of the main non-game oriented virtual worlds today. It is
composed of a server cluster owned by Linden Lab, and a free open source client that
connects each user to the cluster. The virtual environment supports limited 3D modeling
and scripting (using a proprietary C-like language known as LSL) from the client
directly. It also features the Havok physics engine, which is used in many commercial
games. The entire virtual world is stored remotely on the Linden Lab servers and then
downloaded as the client moves to different locations. Other than purchasing virtual land
or currency, it costs users nothing to use Second Life.
4

Linden Lab officially released Second Life in June 2003. Since then it has grown
to over 14 million active users [2]. One of the unique aspects of Second Life is
that the environment has no predefined goals. Everything in Second Life is
driven directly by the residents of the world. This has led to a real economy
forming around Second Life, to the point where it is possible to produce virtual
content for real money. Second Life and virtual worlds have been featured in the
media on television shows such as The Office, CSI: NY and Law & Order:
Special Victims Unit [3], as well as parodied in various late night talk shows [4].

2.1.2 Smart Sensors
As time progresses, sensors are increasingly embedded into everyday objects we
use. It is possible that in the near future, everything that we interact with in our daily lives
will have at least one type of sensor reporting information to another source, such as the
Internet or a computer [5]. More and more objects have some kind of GPS system
embedded in them. Originally, we only found systems like this for very specialized
purposes such as surveying, but now they come in everything from cell phones to cars.
We may reach a day where our car keys can wirelessly transmit their current position
inside our house to our computer, so we never have to look for them again.
All of the increases in smart sensor technology generate more and more
information for computers to work with.

As more objects become “alive,” more

information can be stored and viewed about each object. Over time, it may be possible to
have physical position information about every single item in a house, car, and
workplace. All of this can be mapped into the system described in this thesis.
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Some smart sensor devices such as GPS are already used in virtual
representations. For example, bus lines have now integrated GPS on their busses with
Google Maps to produce a real-time representation of where each bus is on the route.
While Google Maps is a 2D mapping environment, this provides a current example of
how sensors can be used to supplement visualization and virtual environments [6].

Figure 2. Wii Mote controller

The Wii Mote controller used in this project is an example of a simple smart
sensor. It is equipped with three accelerometers, one IR sensor, and various buttons. For
the purpose of this thesis, only the accelerometers are used. The Wii Mote interfaces to
other devices via the use of Bluetooth technology. It was designed as a next generation
input device by Nintendo for the use in its Wii entertainment console. It also includes
four LEDs and a built in speaker as output devices, as well as an I2P output port to
interface with other Nintendo peripherals [7].
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2.2 Related Work
Wii controllers have been interfaced to PCs for use as a mouse input device, and.
To our knowledge, Wii controllers have not been interfaced to the Second Life virtual
world before our work. Nor are we aware of other game controller devices that can be
used with Second Life. The Wii controller’s IR sensor has been used to provide a few
different types of visualization. Johnny Chung Lee from Carnegie Mellon has designed a
head tracking system to create a virtual 3D environment based on user’s movements. By
rotating the display on the TV in coordination with the head movement of the user, it’s
possible to make the 2D picture appear like it was a 3D image. Lee has also designed a
simple application that allows the Wii controller to act as a simple receiver for a low-cost
interactive whiteboard. [8]
Several technologies and standards govern remote wireless communication with
next generation sensors. The main standards for wireless communication today are
Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11.
The Wii Controller used in this controller communicates via Bluetooth
communication. Bluetooth was originally developed in 1994 by Jaap Haartsen and Sven
Mattison, however, a formal specification for the communication format was not defined
until 1998 when the Bluetooth Special Interest Group was created. [9] Bluetooth is
designed to provide low power and robust short range communication. It operates in the
2.4 GHz frequency range and uses frequency hopping to eliminate signal interference. It
can obtain a maximum data transfer rate of 2 to 3 Mb/s. [10]
IEEE 802.11 is the communication specification that is commonly used in
wireless internet today. The first version of the standard, now called 802.11-1997 was
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released in 1997 and had a base transfer of 1-2Mb/s. Over time the standards have
improved and the latest standard, 802.11g, operates at 54Mb/s. 802.11 communicates in
the 2.4 GHz spectrum but does not support the frequency hopping that Bluetooth allows.
Due to the shared frequency with other consumer electronics, 802.11 can suffer from
interference. [11]
Regarding sensors, there has been considerable work on sensors and on sensor
networks that monitor an environment and report changes. Simple examples are
movement sensors that turn on lights and home security systems. More complex systems
are being developed daily. One of the major possibilities in the future for sensor networks
is smart dust. Smart dust is the concept of small self contained sensors about 1-2
millimeters in size that are self contained and have some form of external
communication. Smart dust has already been developed on a 6-7 mm scale. This dust
developed at Berkeley and contains built in environmental sensors, a bi-directional radio
with a range of 20 meters, power source, and microcontroller. It can relay readings on
everything from temperature to magnetic field to a receiver. Once this dust reaches a
smaller and more feasible scale, it could be deployed to any location and provide a wealth
of information. [12]
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3. ARCHITECTURE

3.1 High Level Design
A basic overview of the system architecture is displayed below. At least one
program or thread collects sensor data from the Wii Remote. It then calculates estimated
position, velocity, and acceleration vectors for the object, and transmits them to the
centralized server. This server initiates communication with the Second Life interface,
which relays the information to each specific virtual object representation.

Second Life Grid

Server
Script

Server

Sensor
Clients

Windows IPC

Virtual
Objects

libSecondLife

Figure 3. System Architecture

3.2 Sensor Client Architecture
Each sensor client continually polls the sensor, in this case a Wii Mote, for valid
data. Upon receiving each new data packet, it processes and calculates any derived
positioning data. The data is then packaged up at set intervals and sent to the centralized
server interface. Originally, the sensor program would transmit this information via
9

HTTP requests to a remote server, but due to limitations discussed in the next section,
this idea was scrapped and a simpler approach was used. Each client transmits the
information packet directly to the server via inter-process communication, as both
applications run on the same machine.

3.3 Server Architecture
As communication with Second Life requires a single external point of contact,
the server design can follow two different patterns. The original pattern for the thesis
was to use a web server to receive and store the information sensor information. During
initial performance testing using simulated positional data, it was discovered that the
Second Life architecture has a forced limit on how often objects could receive new data
from the web server. This limit meant that a system using a web server could not update
in close to real time, so another communication method had to be chosen. The improved
pattern is to use an automated avatar client program to transmit the information directly
to Second Life.
The automated avatar program is based on a library known as libSecondLife. The
library provides a programming interface to the conventional Second Life client. This
allows a developer to programmatically control an avatar. In the case of this thesis, the
library is only used for basic chat communication inside of Second Life. The library
allows the user to get around the limits imposed by the Linden Lab grid architecture that
restricts the number of external communication requests that can be made outside of their
grid.
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3.4 Second Life Architecture
The Second Life world is hosted on a grid of computers at a datacenter owned by
Linden Lab. Each virtual plot of land, called an island, runs on a dedicated CPU. Each
island can support up to 40 different users at once, and up to 15,000 primitive objects.
Each primitive object represents a base shape. A single virtual object may be made up of
multiple primitives. For example, a car could use four primitives for the wheels and
another for the body.
The Second Life grid also provides a scripting language known as Linden
Scripting Language (LSL). This language provides a programmatic way to interact with
the engine from primitive objects, as well as to modify and create new primitives. LSL
has a C-like syntax and contains over 200 built in functions. In this proof of concept, the
scripts receive communication information from the server software via an avatar bot
communicating across a shared chat channel.
Second Life also has three different methods of built in communication to
external resources. These are HTTP, XML-RPC, and Email. All three methods use a
single shared exit server, so there are heavy restrictions placed on their use. However,
using the avatar bot does not have any of the restrictions, so it has become the preferred
method of external communication.
Because of the use of libSecondLife, the exact location of the Second Life scripts
and objects are not important. They can be placed on any island and at any location and
still function. The only thing that needs to be updated is the position of the bot within the
virtual world.
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While the physical setup of the Second Life server grid is not known due to the
server software being closed-source, there is an open source equivalent (Open Simulator
or OpenSim) that functions in a similar manner. OpenSim’s architecture is described.
There are five main services to the OpenSim grid. These are known as the region, user,
grid, asset and inventory services.
Each region service represents one or more regions in the OpenSim environment.
Almost all of the user communication also occurs through the region service. It handles
passing any information required for users to render the virtual scene, including any
assets that the client requests information about, and handles the physics and script
execution of any objects within the region. It is also responsible for notifying any
surrounding regions about any users that cross the region boundaries. It is possible to run
multiple regions in the same service. However, each region service must have at least
one region.
The user service handles two main processes: User authentication and user logout.
Upon attempting to connect to the grid, the user passes their login credentials to the user
service. After the user has been successfully verified, the user service notifies the region
server where the user’s avatar resides that the user has logged in. After this, all user
communication occurs on the region server where the user is currently located until the
user logs out. Once logged out, the user service terminates the user’s session.
The grid service handles the management of the active region servers. This
includes registering new regions, and helping handle communication between the various
region servers. It also handles generation of the live in-world map. The inventory
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service manages the client inventory. It is responsible for returning an avatar’s inventory
folders and items.
The asset service handles the retrieval and storage of all of the assets inside of the
virtual world to the region servers. This includes everything from scripts, textures,
sounds, primitives, inventory objects to avatar clothing. It receives requests from the
region services and then pulls the required information from the database and returns the
results.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Basic Overview
In the case of this proof-of-concept, only a single Wii Mote sensor was used as an
input source. However, the design of the system would allow any additional number of
input sources to be added and would only require minimal change to the client program.

4.2 Sensor Data Collection
The sensor-recording program is implemented in C++ and is divided up into
separate threads. The main thread is the GUI thread. This thread handles all of the
interaction in the user interface, as well as handling setting up the rest of the threading
system.

Figure 4. Sensor Data Collection program

Upon launch, the program attempts to open a named pipe to the server application
to communicate any updates. After this has completed, the program polls the system for
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any available Wii Motes and displays them in the devices list box. The user then selects
one Wii Mote to actively monitor.
Before data collection can begin, the Wii Mote must be level on a flat surface and
not moving. This is required in order to calibrate the Wii Mote for motion detection. In a
resting position, the Wii Mote reports a positive Z force of 1G. This force must be
determined and adjusted for, or else the program would detect the object as constantly
moving upwards.
After the resting forces of the Wii Mote have been determined, data collection can
begin. The program launches a worker thread to constantly wait for data from the Wii
Mote, and uses this, along with differences in time between the last report, to derive the
current velocity and position information for each axis. This information is sent to the
main GUI thread, where it is packaged up and sent out across the named pipe to the
server application.
As the Wii Mote has no rotational sensors, there is no way to determine when the
Wii Mote is rotating while it is accelerating. When acceleration has stopped, rotation can
partially be determined by the current values of the accelerometers.

However, this

method is inaccurate at best and was not factored into the proof-of-concept. For this test,
it is assumed that the Wii Mote will remain in a fixed orientation relative to the global
axes as shown below:
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Figure 5. Wii Mote Axes

To add another sensor data input, such as a global positioning system, or an
interior positioning system, the only part of the program that needs to be modified is the
capture thread.

4.3 External Server
The external server portion of the software is a C# program that wraps around the
libSecondLife library [13]. This library provides a programming interface to connect
avatars to the Second Life grid without any direct interaction. In this case, the server
program connects a single avatar to the University of Arkansas Island and uses it to
transfer information to and from the objects within Second Life. Second Life natively
allows three different forms of communication between the Second Life virtual world and
external computers, but all three of these also have limits placed on them. Using these
methods, the objects within Second Life could only update at best at a rate of 1.25 times
per second [14].
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The server application opens a named pipe upon launch and waits for incoming
connections from the Sensor collection programs. Each connection is handled on its own
individual thread and relays the information back to the main program. Objects in
Second Life also register with the bot when they are loaded. The server program then
displays the list of the connected sensors and virtual worlds and allows the user to link
the two together. After they are linked, any incoming positional data from the sensor
program is relayed via plaintext to the Second Life object by using the chat system
included within libSecondLife.

4.4 Virtual Object Scripts
The scripts for each virtual object are designed with the sensor data they will be
receiving. In the case of this proof of concept, only one script was used. This script
received positional and velocity data at each time frame and then moved the object to the
relative location and applied the appropriate forces upon the object. Any additional
positioning systems could be used without major modification to the base script. The
script would only need to be modified to include additional non-positional attributes. The
complete set of scripts for this proof of concept can be found in Appendix A.
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5. ANALYSIS

5.1 General Results
This proof of concept showed that sensors could be reliably linked into virtual
worlds, in particular, Second Life, and can be used to provide realistic representation of
the sensor’s data and the state of the object. The architecture works with any number of
input sensors and any number of virtual objects. There are a few limitations due to the
virtual world engine provided, such as using a bot program for communication rather
than built in methods. However, these suboptimal design patterns can be removed as the
virtual environment becomes more stable and access is less restricted to it.
While the proof of concept only involved one sensor and one virtual object, there
are many possibilities for a large-scale deployment of the architecture. For example, an
entire city could be virtually emulated. The base terrain would be generated from GIS
elevation data, and then major buildings could be added based on the design blueprints
for each lot. After the base world is generated, cars and individuals could be added via
various GPS devices that already exist such as cell phones and internal car navigation
systems. These could be used to display the positions and orientations within the virtual
environment, allowing users to see real time traffic flow and travel patterns. Additional
sensor data such as door movement sensors, temperature and weather could all also be
integrated into the simulation.

5.2 Wii Mote Sensor
A disappoint related to interfacing the Wii Mote was the inability to get reliable
readings from the Wii Mote. As the Wii Mote only has three accelerometers, it has no
18

method to detect rotation when there is an acceleration force on the Wii Mote. This
means that any positioning data from the Wii Mote must not include any rotational force.
As the Wii Mote was just used as an example sensor, this did not greatly affect the
overall result of the thesis. In future projects, a more stable positional sensor system
should be used such as GPS or RFID / WiFi based interior positioning systems. This
would eliminate the need to rely upon the Wii Mote and allow the use of more accurate
positioning data.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Summary
This thesis involved designing and testing a system linking a real world sensor (a
Wii Mote) to a virtual object that reacted to data from the sensor. While the Wii Mote
was used in this particular experiment, the system could be expanded to handle any
number of positioning systems such as GPS and Internal Positioning Systems based on
RFID or WiFi.

6.2 Contributions
This thesis has produced the framework that would allow the beginnings of a
completely integrated virtual world with reality, contributing to the virtual reality field in
a number of ways.
•

It lessens the gap between reality and virtual worlds, allowing the users to
more seamlessly monitor reality from within a virtual construct.

•

Businesses can deploy virtual environments that closely resemble their real
world presence, down to the environment.

6.3 Future Work
While this proof of concept has laid the groundwork for linking reality into virtual
worlds, actual scenarios need to be developed for the system. A few ideas currently
being considered include:
•

Mapping a smart home to a virtual world. An elderly, isolated person could
be remotely monitored (for heartbeat, movement, blood pressure) by medical
20

personnel and that person could use the virtual world to connect themselves to
other remote places without leaving home. This could allow the elderly to
retain their independence and autonomy while receiving better care while
remaining less isolated and more connected to family, friends, and society.
•

Mapping the University of Arkansas campus into a virtual world and then
tracking various objects and people moving using GPS.

•

Overlaying GIS maps of Northwest Arkansas onto a virtual world terrain and
then displaying different kinds of sensor data such as traffic, utility usage, or
weather in the 3D environment in real time.

•

Remote Conferencing could use this technology, along with positional
sensors, to create a virtual conference room where each participants
movements were mimicked virtually, giving a more personal feel to remote
teams and non-face-to-face meetings.
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APPENDIX A: SECOND LIFE LSL SCRIPTS

A.1. Server Script
//This script uses code from:
//Notecard Reading template
//Copyright 2007, Gigs Taggart
//Released under BSD license
//http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
//Configuration Variables
integer gExternalCommChannel = 1024;
for Bot Communication
integer gInternalChannel = -1024;
for object communication

//Default Channel
//Default channel

//Notecard Variables
key gSetupQueryId;
integer gSetupNotecardLine;
string gSetupNotecardName = "Settings";
//Runtime Variables
list activeObjects = [];
setParameter(list pair)
{
string setting = llList2String(pair,0);
if(setting == "ExternalChannel")
{
gExternalCommChannel = llList2Integer(pair, 1);
}
if(setting == "InternalChannel")
{
gInternalChannel = llList2Integer(pair, 1);
}
}
readSettingsNotecard()
{
gSetupNotecardLine = 0;
gSetupQueryId =
llGetNotecardLine(gSetupNotecardName,gSetupNotecardLine);
}
default
{
state_entry()
{
readSettingsNotecard();
}
dataserver(key queryId, string data)
{
if(queryId == gSetupQueryId)
{
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if(data != EOF)
{
list tmp = llParseString2List(data, ["="], []);
setParameter(tmp);
gSetupQueryId =
llGetNotecardLine(gSetupNotecardName,++gSetupNotecardLine);
}
else
{
llListen(gInternalChannel, "", NULL_KEY, "");
llListen(gExternalCommChannel, "", NULL_KEY, "");
}
}
}
changed(integer change)
{
if (change&CHANGED_INVENTORY)
{
llOwnerSay("Detected settings change. Resetting script.");
llResetScript();
}
}
listen(integer channel, string name, key id, string message)
{
list parsedMessage = llParseString2List(message, ["|"],[]);
if(channel == gInternalChannel)
{
if(llList2Key(parsedMessage, 0) == llGetKey())
{
if(llList2String(parsedMessage,1) == "UNREGISTER")
{
integer pos = llListFindList(activeObjects, [id]);
if(pos != -1)
{
activeObjects = llDeleteSubList(activeObjects,
pos, pos + 1);
}
}
}
else if(llList2String(parsedMessage, 0) == "REGISTER")
{
activeObjects += [id, name];
llRegionSay(gInternalChannel, (string)id +
"|REGISTERED");
}
}
else if(channel == gExternalCommChannel)
{
if(llList2String(parsedMessage, 0) == "LIST")
{
llSay(0, llList2CSV(activeObjects));
}
else if(llList2String(parsedMessage, 0) == "UPDATE")
{
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llRegionSay(gInternalChannel,
llList2String(parsedMessage, 1) + "|" + llList2String(parsedMessage,
2));
}
}
}
}

A.2. Client Script
//This script uses code from:
//Notecard Reading template
//Copyright 2007, Gigs Taggart
//Released under BSD license
//http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php
//Configuration Variables
integer gInternalChannel = -1024;
for object communication

//Default channel

//Notecard Variables
key gSetupQueryId;
integer gSetupNotecardLine;
string gSetupNotecardName = "Settings";
//Runtime Variables
vector basePos = <0,0,0>;
setParameter(list pair)
{
string setting = llList2String(pair,0);
if(setting == "InternalChannel")
{
gInternalChannel = llList2Integer(pair, 1);
}
}
readSettingsNotecard()
{
gSetupNotecardLine = 0;
gSetupQueryId =
llGetNotecardLine(gSetupNotecardName,gSetupNotecardLine);
}
default
{
state_entry()
{
readSettingsNotecard();
}
dataserver(key queryId, string data)
{
if(queryId == gSetupQueryId)
{
if(data != EOF)
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{
list tmp = llParseString2List(data, ["="], []);
setParameter(tmp);
gSetupQueryId =
llGetNotecardLine(gSetupNotecardName,++gSetupNotecardLine);
}
else
{
llListen(gInternalChannel, "", NULL_KEY, "");
llRegionSay(gInternalChannel, "REGISTER");
basePos = llGetPos();
}
}
}
changed(integer change)
{
if (change&CHANGED_INVENTORY)
{
llOwnerSay("Detected settings change. Resetting script.");
llResetScript();
}
}
listen(integer channel, string name, key id, string message)
{
list parsedMessage = llParseString2List(message, ["|"],[]);
if(channel == gInternalChannel)
{
if(llList2Key(parsedMessage, 0) == llGetKey())
{
if(llList2Key(parsedMessage, 1) == "UPDATE")
{
list coords =
llParseString2List(llList2String(parsedMessage, 2), [","], []);
vector pos = <llList2Float(coords, 0),
llList2Float(coords, 1), llList2Float(coords, 2)>;
llSetPos(basePos + pos);
}
}
}
}
}
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